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ABSTRACT

A new cohstruetf derived identity# thought to be related t6

psyehdiogical distress in M

was defined. Cen

tral to the study was the development of a derived identity
measuring this con^^^

The

of derived idehtity ;to self-^esteem and meaning # two var

iables commpniy assQciated with' depression in,

womenf waS:investigated>: The s^^3®®^® were 64 randomly
selected iiiafried eomen I, half of whom were identified as
housewives-at-school and half as housewives-^at-home.

A

single guestionnaire# consisting of the pi Scale# Rosen
berg's self Eeteem Scale and the Purpose-in-pife Test# was

adminihtered to the subjects. A b test statistical analysis

showed: HoUsewives-at-home had significantly higher derived
identity# lower self-esteem and lower meaning than house
wives-at-school. Significant positive correlations were

obtained for the total; sample between derived identity and
self-esteem and derived identity and meaningj a significant

negative oorrelationresuited between self-esteem and mean
ing, Further statisticai analysis also suggested that
tionships,between the three variables significantly

departed from linearity. Implications fOr further research
■ were, discussed;,
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INTRODUCTION

According to Lopata (1971), Rossi (1965), and Rose
(1961) , the main occupational role of most American women
is that of housewife.

Housewife» as defined by Lopata,

is a woman responsible for running her home, whether she

performs the tasks herself or hires other people to do
them.

However, the middle-aged housewife, like middle-aged

people in general, has been largely ignored by social
scientists.

Women of all classes and races constitute the majority

of the psychiatrically involved population in America
(Chesler, 1972).

Adult women currently comprise two-thirds

of the patients in community mental health centers (Taube,
1970) , and more women than men are involved in private

therapy (Schofield, 1964;

Bahn, 1965; Ryan, 1969).

There

is a higher rate of depression and hospital admissions for

depression cunong housewives than among single or working
women (Hagnell, 1966; Bart, 1971).

Farberow (1961) states

that 50% of all women who commit suicide and 45% of all

women who attempt suicide are housewives.

Seventy percent

of the minor tranquilizer users and 58% of the major tran

guilizer users are housewives (Braken, 1973).

Thus current

statistics suggest that women, and particularly housewives.

are vulnetabie to psychological distress.

psychological Distress ih Terms of Role i>iscontinaity

The psychol^^

typically depression

which is the most conjaon psychiatric disdrder of middle-

aged housewives (Bartvl9"71) and is geherally manifested
by feelings of sadn6ss# ldsS of motiyatipn* increased

dependehcy> object or relationship lossr negative selfconcepts » and feeiihgsvof'worthlessness (Beck^ 1961)•
Mthough sociological and psychological research on the
middle-aged housewife is very limited; there seems tp be
at least some concensus regarding causal factors of house

wife depression*

Sociologists generally agree that our

Americah culture is characterized by built-in discontin
uities which make the socializatiort experience in one age

period of little use in the next (Horton & Hunt, 1972?
Phillips, 1970; Bergiery 1963), The traditional woman is
: v

one who has been socialized tP view the rple of housewife

as the only rewardihg rple fpr a woman (Horton & Hunt# 

1972). The formative years of today's middle-aged housewife
were at a time when^^^^i^

maternity wpre considered

the ex^taiye female occupation, and the extended family
was the tele. The system provided the woman with the hcces

sary rple modelsr^d the dontinuing source of esteem and
affirmatiPn even thppgh significant others, primarily chil

dren# dropped out. In the complex# rapidly changing society

of today, the housewife is caught in the narro^ nuclear
family with ho continuum of roles wheh^ c^^
flnd housekeeping responsibilities diminisht

Moreover,

this traditional middle-aged housewife has no prior learning
to assist her in the transition from one status to another;
she has no audience for her continuing perfprmance and, as

a result, there is little to sustain her identity.

discontinuity of appropriate roles is what Becker (1964)
claims to be the root of anxiety in the middle-aged house

wife■^■^^'^ile

^ascribes '''^epresision;to::'total;- identi- ^

fication with the maternal role and subsequent loss of

esteem, Monsour (1963) emphasizes the middle age identity
crisis and attributes the crisis period to loss of signif
cant roles, followed by loss of self-confidence.

Psychological Distress in ?egms of Role Dissatisfaction

In addition to role discontinuity, housowife depression
has also been studied from the standpoint of role satisfac
tion. For example, Hauenstein (1972) in a study of role
satisfaction between housewives and working wives, found

that s^^t^
related to role dissatisfaction in houSe—
^iyesf attens the stress in working wives \»fas related to

job attitudes. This finding was supported by Weissman^^^
Pincus, Radding, Lawrence and Seigel (1973) who found that

work performance was less impaired for depressive women
employed outside the home than for those women who were

housewives.

In Bossard and Boll's (1955) study of large

fairaiiies*

decrd2ise in satisfaction was foundf

it t^e ®iddle"^age

group.

This was further supported in later research^

Blood and Wolfe (1960) and Blood (1967) where findings^^^

indicated that the ^:t4|^le
'oharacteti:ted'''by''idecte

^

in the life cycle were
satisfaction^- Satisfaction / ' ,

in the latter three studies was defined as a subjective

condition in which an individual experiences a certain

degree of attainniMsnt pt^^e^^^^^

pr desire. In Seidenberg*s

(19|3) study Of cbtPPtatO wives/ it was the^ m
wife who constituted his psychiatric population tather than

the younger women. Thus, the literature consistently
indicates that depression occurs irbre frequently in the

middies

than in employed housewives of any

age group^ and that this depression is related to role
satisfaction.

PsVchoidgic^

in Terms Of Object loss
Which hOneewife depression has been

studied involves depression viewed in terms of object

loss.

The depressive effects of loss were early observed

by Freud (1925) and Abraham (1927), but these traditional
psychoanalytic views of object loss were generally asso
ciated with death.

However, more recent investigations have

beeh concerned with loss of relationships and, more specif

iqaily, loss of significant others. Concomitant with loss

"''if

of significant others appears to be loss ^of self-esteeinf

which Ilbse (1961) chiis the

self."

One of the most frequently doctnitented losses of

signifiqaLnt others is the condition reSuitihg from the
"empty ineet" syedrome^ defined as the temporal association
of Clinical d^

with cessation of child rearing

(Deykinr Jacobsonr Klerman and Solomon, 1966). The empty
nest syndrome was also found related toVdepres^^
Bart (1971) vdio found 82% of

by

of middieraged

depressed housewives experiencing maternal role loss, with
loss of self-esteCm repeatedly documented in her interview
data.

Bart described her sample as over*identified mothers,

the "complete motherS/" who have .total identification with
th^^

and whose identity is

from a

limited ntmn^er of significant others. In a later study of
social Sdlustnent'infwomen, Paykei, WeiSSman, Prusoff and
Tonks, (1971) compared, depressed women with a nondepressed

population and found that feelings of inadequacy and worth
lesSnCss W'Sre significantiy higher for depressed than normal
■women on-the--Social. ■Adjustment Scale. -',

Research findings indicate that the depressive effects

Cf loss of relationship is also experienced when the middleaged cdiPC^^ate wife is increasingly left alone by her
career-involved travelling husband (Seidenberg, 1973).

Feelings of rejectipn>iQneliness, and Worthlessness char
acterize her depreSSioh and can become even more acute if

she is a suburban dweller where she can experience consid
erable social isolation.

It is interesting to liote that

simiiat conditions seem to exist in other countries as well.
Recent studies in Japan indicate sharp increases in suicide

among Suburban honsewives whose husbands are absent much
of the time (Shailer, 1972

While some depression is asso

ciated with absentee corporate husbands, depression can also

be caused by the frequent and inevitable move and transfer

demands placed on families by business corporations (Seid
enberg, 1972).
ness®®'^

whereas frequent moves of successful busi
enhance the male's identity, inequities

exist in transferring credentials for the wife aS a result
Of scciai conditions.

identity.

The result canb® her shattered

Additional evidence attesting to the crippling

effects of moving is given by Weissman and Paykel (1972)
/v'"
'• •

who suggest that the middle-aged housewife's identity is
continuously challenged when she loses cp^^unity status
'^is^''separated ' from- -friends.

'i'- - -v

In summary, therefore, many housewives are seen clin

icaliy in their third to fifth decade, chronically depressed
an^ frequently addicted to tranquilizers and barbiturates.
Th© main occupation of most women is that Of houseVrife, and
it is alSo traditionally viewed as the only rewarding role

for women. Some depressed women appear to have total ideh
tilication with this role, and they are women whose identity

appears to h® derived from a limited number of significant

others.

Furthermore, there appears to

agjrebraent t^

the possible loss of these significant others

constitutes an important causal factor for housewife depres

sion, although the data reviewed
tional,

mainly correla~

it Would appear at least ppssible, however, that

the housewife's loss of significant others, followed by
loss of her most valued role, results in identity crises

.and- . losses:of.■'^seltf*e;Steem';which tnder-\:;the; existential, frame
work are concomitant with loss of meahihg ot purpose in

;:tife;,
/y-

."Concept of Derived . Identity

research findings Seew to indicate is

that middie^aged housewives share: the Characteristics of
over-identification with a limited nuitiber of significant

bthersi

Their sense of self seems to be not only dependent

upon, but derived firc^ these significant others.

The lit

erature is replete with references to identity derived

from Othdrs, but nol^
or measured.

been objectively observed

^Phe first purpose of this research, therefore,

is to develop a measurfe of derived identity which will be

defined as a type of identity in which one's sense of self

is roakimaliy dependent upon, and transcended by* the behave
ior and accomplishments of a limited number of significant

others. Most current conceptualizations of mental bealth
include the notion of autonomy and a senee of self not

8

derived from significant others. V^ile there is^^ no direct
evidence that derived identity is related to self-esteem,

a consistent trend seems to suggest an association (Deykin
Ot al., 1966? Bart, 1971; Seidenherg, 1973; Weissman, 1973),

The second purpose of this research, therefore, will be to
look into the relationship between derived identity and
self-esteem and meaning.

While previous investigators have

compared the einploy^ housewife with the housewife at home
(Hauenstein, 1972; Monsour, 1963; Paykell et ai., 1971?
Weissman et al., 1971), comparisons in this study will be
made between housewives at school and housewives at home.
Research Hypotheses

As the foregoing discussion has indicated, several
findings from earlier research seem sufficiently fayo^
able to serve as a basis for making the following hypoth
eses in this study $

Derived identity will be significantly higher fot
housewives at home than for housewives at school.
Self-esteem will be significantly lower for house
wives at home than for housewives at school.

Meaning will be significantly lower for housewives at
hOme than for housewives at school.

METHOD

The seuaple consisted of 64 women# 32 of whom were
honsewives attending San Bernardino State College.

The

remaining 32 were women living in Riverside# California.

The mean age of the subjects was 43.64 years and
their mean educational level was 15.10 years.

Each subject

jiad an average of 3.01 children whose mean age was 16.70

years, a summary of these and pthgr descriptive charadter
isties is shown in Table 1.

.Subjects
'
at- SGhoo:l;:l;;:ffi.-l-

' '^s'ubj'eetSv,-at;::sdh^^

obtained,.'from:''tWo:\sburceSt-

Women students enrolled in four community health courses

from the Sdhool of Nursing and women students enrblled in
four basic foundations courses from the School of Education#
California State College# San Bernardino.

Subjects were then selected as housewives at school

by the following ^^^c

school four or more

hours per week# <2) currently marrieb# (3) bgtween 35 and
55 years of age# and (4) one or more children who ate
either in sdhool# finished school and liying at home# or

finished school and living away from homg.
The final 32 subjects-at-school consisted of all

10

Tabiie-;,'!

Descriptive Characteristics of Housewives
■ ■ : ■ :: Sample'' Group.

Home

School

{N=32) ■

.. ■ Characteristic

{N»32)

N

hge of Sub'j'ec,tS'
.35-40
^ 41-45'- ■

• '-4'6-5'0

■

51-55

13
10
7
2

40.62

■ -7:

31.25

'
'lO':"

31.25

21.87

8

25.00
21.87

2

6.25
9.37
53.12
28.12

6.25

21.87

Years of Education
11-12
13-14
15-16
17-18
'19

3

17
9
1

7

21.87

.vn.'"'.7

21.87
50.00
6.25

:

3.12

16
2
0

Number of Children
1-2

'5-0,

12
18

37.50

lb

31.25

56,25

19

59.37

2

6.25

9.37

. "i: ■

■

11

those women who met the above criteria and agreed to

partiGipate in the study*
$ubiects at Home

Subjects at home were obteined from a population con

sisting of 1600 households from two residential areas in

the city pi Riverside^ California*

The areas Covered 2 1/2

sguare miles, constituted apprPsci^ately fi

percent of the

Ciuy's population and were classified as upper-middle claSS
by the city's Board of Realtors.

Ten households on each of ten streets were randomly
Selected from the two residential areas.

From these 100

householdsV women were identified a.s hpui5ewiyes at home by
the following criteria:

(1) Not employed for 12 or more

hours per weeh and not attending school for four or more
hours per week, (2) currently married* (3), between 35 and

55 years of age, and (4) one or more children who are either
in school, finished school and living at home, or finished
school and living away from home*

^

sample of 32 subjectsWat-home Consisted of
the first 32 women who met the above criteria and agreed
to participate in the study.
Materials

A

^

(see Appendix) was Constructed which

consisted of three instruments designed to measure the

Derived Identity

Derived Identity was roeasured by the Derived Identity
Scale (DI) which consisted of 20 items developed specifi

cally for this study as a measure of identity which is
maximally dependent upon/ and_ transcended by, the behavior
a^

of a limited number of significant

others.

merit:

There were seven possible responses to each state-

(11^^^ S

Agree, (2) Mostly Agree, (3) Somewhat

Agree,'':(4.);;,MeUttril:irK|:;i^l/'-Some^^2it/ Disagree

;:.'Hostly■. Di^a-- ,■

■'u-': ''^^i3xee, and (7) Strongly Disagree. Half of the items were
Statsd in Such a^way that agreement indicated derived

identity {positive items), whereas the remaining half of
the items were stated in such a way that agreement cor- ,

responded to autonomous identity (negative items). Table

2''presehts-''the\terii']^:sitive, items,^-'V^ereas'y'i^able.;;,^-. presentsthe ten negative items.
Self-Esteem

Self-esteem was measured by the Rosenberg Self-Esteem

measuring overall or global self-regard. High self-esteem,

as measured by the SE scale, m®riris that the ihdiyidual

;

respects herself and considers herself worthy, altg^^
does not necessarily consider herself better than others.
^

individuals lack respect for themselves,

reporting rejection and self—dissgbis^Sdbipn {Hosenberg,
1965). Evidence for construct validity of the SE scale is

13

c

Table 2

Positive Items Indicating Derived Identity
Itern No,

1

Statement

Most of my entertaining is limited to my hujs
band's work»

3

I believe that all a woman should ask for is

a happy marriage, children, and a home.
5

7

I often go to social affairs because I know
they are important to my husband's career
(morning coffees, wive's luncheohs, cocktail
parties, etc.),
I feel my husband is more khowledgeabie abdut
the world than I am.

9

I would certainly stop some of my outside
activities if they interfered with those of
my family,

11

A woman should decide to work outside the home

only if her husband thinks it's a good idea.

14
16

I feel important when people ask me what my
■';husband':;dbes
Marriage has given me a great sense of
security.

18

I feel my husband's and childrehs' interests
are more important than mine-.

19

I feel the most importa.nt consideration about
moving is whether it will advance my husband's
careet4'

14

Table 3

Negative Items Indicating Autonomous Identity
It,an -No.

Statement,,

„ ,

2

I enjoy taking weekend tJ^ips by niyself.

4

1 do not think of my husband's successes as
mine.

"''.re',: :

'Being,>:a.'';^tfe-'and-"mother has^^'not given^ me a' •
'sense of fulfillment.\Y■ ■ ■ ■^'■ .

^v,^

8

Only a few of my friends are the wives of my
husband's business associated.

10

•

12

13

'

had a sense of losing some
I don't feel sorry for the housewife who
xemains:''ghiidless.: ■

-

I think kids' activities put unfair demands on
'-my spareVtime,. ■

15

I don't tifiink I should sacrifice my own interests''fo,r,'':4'fche'-sake .of my--'■children.

17

I usually make time for my own special inter

ests in spite of my family's demands on my
time."

20

I wouldn'k mind going to a Convention (e.g.,
P.T.A.) without my husbandV

provided by Wylie; (1974).
'MeapingV-

Meaning was jiteasured by the 20-item Purpose-in-Life
Test (PiL) developed fay Crumbaugh and Maholick (1964) as a
meaSurS of FrahklVs "existenti^^^^
1969).

concept (Frankl,

Existential yacutM is a descriptive term for what

results when an individual is unable to find a meaning in

life or a meaning )sy^y^

of unique identity,.

to give his or her life a sense

Evidence for the construct validity

of the PIL scale is provided by Crumbaugh (1968),
Procedure

On a voiuntary basis and with informed consent, sub
jects-at-home were individually administered the combined
set of,instruments, whereas the subjects-at-school were

group administered the questionnaire. All subjects were
also asked to provide the following demographic informa
tion:

Number of houra^ e^

or going to school per

week, marital status, age, humber and age and Status of
children, and n\xmber of years of education.
Scoring

The SE And PIL scaieS were Scored according to scoring

procedures established by the test authors. The DI scale
was scored by the following,method.

Items in the positive

direction, indicating4deirived identity, were scOred J.

(Sti'on.giy Agree), ^ (Mostly Agree)# ^ (Somewhat Agree),^

(Meutrai)» 1 (SomOwhat Disagree), 2 (Mostly Disagree)» and

1 (Strongly Disagree). Items in the^n^

directionr

sugges/king autonomous identity/ wane scored in the reverse
order*/

Strongly Agree responses receiving a weight of 2

and Strongly Disagree responses a score of

DI scores

/could-.'rarige;',from ^ to 140»
Tfaie SE scale was scored in such a manner that a waxr

imum score of ^indicated a low self—esteem/ and a minimum
score of £ indicated high self-esteem.
PXL scores could range from a maximum of 140, indicat

ing a definite purpose in life, to a mihimtim score of 20,
indicating a lack of clear purpose and meaning.

The PIL

also contained a set of seven sentence completion items,

but suhject responses to these items were not included in
the ■■statisticai''analysis.

RESULTS'
00

Descriptive Statistics

M

00

o

T^le 4 presents descriptive statistics for the three
variables tinder study for the total sample«

As can be seen,

the maximum range of possible scores was obtained for tiie
SE measure, and the obtained PIL and Dl scores are close
to the maximum possible range.

Table^.4 V. '.

Total Seunple Descriptive Statistics for Derived
Identity, Self-Esteem and Purpose-in-Life Measures
-\Measure.

Mode

.

■Median

SD

Range

•

Derived Identity
Seif--Esteei3tt

Purpose-in-Life

77.01

19.38/

1.43

lv72

102,37

108

39-129

0-6

40-131

for each of the three measures are pre

sented in Figures 1, 2, and 3.

While the distribution Of

DI scores approximates a normal distribution, both the
SE and Pit acOre distributions are i^rkedly skewed.

The
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M » 77.01
SD« 19.38
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Figure 1.

Frequency distribution oi Derived Identity
scores for 64 subjects.
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Frequency distribution of Self"-Esteem
scores for 64 Subjects,
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Figure 3.

Frequency distribution of Purpose-^in-Life scores
for 64 subjects.
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SE score distribution is positively skewed with 78% of the

scores failing from 0-2» indicating high self-esteem. The
PIL score distribution is negatively skewed with more Sub

jects having high score (high meSning) t^
,(iow.-meaning)

^

low

,

. . Tettsf of Research Hypotheses , ■

Table 5 presents the results of the student's t test

statistical analysis comparing hpuseyives-et-rschpbl with
housewives-at-home on the three variables under study.

As

can be seenr clear support was obtained for all thrpS
research

Table ■ 5

Statistical Differences Between the Means
of the School Group and HOme Group
Home

School

Varicible

Mean

64.59 .

SD

13.9

Mean

89i44

15.81
2.07

Self-ESteem

Purpose-in-Life

SD

111.38

11,77

93.37

24.09

6.660**
1.795*

3i798**

*£ < .05

**£ < .0005

1 tailed, 62 df.

The mean DI score obtained by the housewives-at

home is significantly higher than that obtained by the

housewives-at-school group (g_ < ,0005)/supporting the first

hypothesis which predicted that derived identity would be

significantly higher for housewiVes-at-h^
wives-at-school.

than for houses

The second hypothesis/ Which predicted

that hoUsewives'at-hoine would have significantly lower
self-esteem than hou§ewives-at-school/ was also suppor

Finally* the mean PIL score obtained by the housewives-at
home is significantly lower than that gbtained by the

housewives-^at-school {£ < ,0005)* supporting the third
hypothesis* which predicted that meaning would be signifi
cantly lower for women at hdmS than for women at school.
- i^drrelational' Analysih"';://;-"
Although no specific hypotheses werevmade regarding
the interrelationships of the three variables under study,

a Pearson Product Moment correlational ahalysis was con

ducted to determine the extent of linear relatiohship

between all possible pairs of measures fdr the tOtsy
and within each sample group. The results of this analysis
are presented in Table 6.

The significant positive correlations for the total
sample between derived fddentity and self-esteem, arid

between derived identity and purpose—in—life indicate that
high derived identity is associated with low self-esteem

and high purpose-in-life, The significant negative corrsla
tion for the tois^l

in-life indicates that Sub

het^eeri self-esteem and purpose

scored Ipw on self-esteem
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Table 6

Peaxsoh Product Moment Coefficients Between Derived

Identity, Self-Esteem, and Purpose*^in-Life
Total

Variable Pair
Derived Identity

Home

■'School''..

...321' ■ ■ ■ , ,

(N = 64)

.306*

-.221

, '.SelffEsteemrV;:
Derived Identity
Purpose-in-Life
Self-Esteem

Ptirpose-in-Life

.. .

. *05'.

**£ < i Q1
***£ < ,001

.400**

-.643***

.005

;.. '";:^.636*;**',/|/ ^ •'';'';.'4.6'05**^'11\|
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al^o tended to score low on purpose or meaning in life.
Additional Analyses

The significant positive correlation between ^eriyed 
identity and purpose-in-life, indicating that women with
high derived identity have high puri^sef is^
what would be expected if derived identity is associated

itfith low self-esteem, and low self-estee» is assOdiate^
with low purpose-in-life»

However^ an examinatioh of

scattergrams for each variable pair suggested a more compl^^
relationship between these variables which appear to ba

nonlinear. Therefore, zeta values (Arbin, 1964) for tbe
total sample, the school group, and the home group wera i:

computed between derived identity and self"©steem and PPh
pose-ih-life. These results are illustrated in Table T-:
and indicate nonlinear relationships between all three

variables within each group and for the total sample.
the suggestion of nonlinearity warranted the computa
tion of the Correlation Ratio (eta) in addition to;the

Tearson'-Correlatiohi^::;vtable'': 8,'presents: the;:^Chrrelati
Ratios between derived identify ^"d ®elf-esteem, derived

:

identity and purpose-in-life, and self-esteem and purppse
in-life.

As can be seen, all but one of the correlation ratios

ccmiputed were statistically significant, indicating that
the relationships between the three variables may be
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Table 7

Zeta Values Among Derived Identity,
Self-E5steem and Purpose-in-Life
Total

Variable

Derived Identity

(N = 64)

Home

School

(N = 32)

<N = 32)

,792*

;:;\>229*:

,864*

,126*

-.058*

.770*

,508*

,^483*:

.612*

■ , Seif-Esteem-'V'^

Derived Identity
Purpose-in-Life
Self-Esteem

Purpose-in-Life

*Ndhlinear when zeta #0 {Arkon, 1964)

Table 8

Correlation Ratios Among Deirived
Self-Esteem and Purppse-in-Life
Total

Variable

Derived Identity -

(N = 64)

' Home':'

schobi

(N = 82)

.955;*;

.941*

Self-Esteem

Detived identity

,535*

^'->092:..:

.960*

,938*

Purpbse-in-Life
SeIf-E'Steem

Purpose-in-Life

*£ < ,001, df 1,62

■,878*%-.^;":
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curvilinear rather than linear»

To determine whether the covariance between the three

variables under study is best approximated by a linear or
nonlinear function would require a statistical trend

analysis.

Since the interrelationship between variables

is not related directly to any of the research hypotheses,
an additional trend analysis was decided to be beyond the
scope of the present research.

DISCUSSION

Derived Identity

The major £ocus of the ptesent research was the notidn
of derived identity, defined as that type of identity ip
which one's sense of self is maximally dependent uponr

transcended hy, the'/'hehayidr- and,accompiishments.-of

limited number of significant other people. A woman with

high deriyed identity is, therefore, a woman whose self-^

cohcept is dependent upon the behayior and accomplishmehts
of Other people and, perhaps, more Signi|icantly, whone

own sense of personal worth may also be doiived from the;
accomplishments of others rather than het ovb achievements.
Because the traditional hoiisewife role seems to be a role

which encourages women to defihe.themselyes in terms of tho

accomplishments of husband and children rather than their
own achievements, it was hypothesized that a group of house

wives-at-home would manifest a significa^

of self—reported derived identity than:a comparable group,
of housewives-at-school because the latter group have sup

plemented their traditional housewife
role xnbre relevant to

another
needs for auton

oniong ageomplishment and self—fulfiliment« This first

■

hypothesis was clearly supported in thab hbusewives-at-hp»e.
27
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as predicted, inanifestied significantly more derived identity
tban\hpusewives-at--schdolv: -.r'.- ■ ,

AS previously ib^icated, derived identiity' was measured
by a 26-item scale specificaily constructed for this stddy.
The selection of items was guided by the notion of an

identity continuum with derived identity and autohomous

idehtity as the two extremes, it was thought that the
woman who has totaliy internalized the sihguiar role of
wife and mother, would adopt values amd beheiviors asso
ciated with derived idehtity.

On the other hand, wOmen

who subscribed to a plurality of roles, wpuld view the

traditional values as inappropriate and no longer appli

cable? they would reject the former and Opt for autonomous

identity, l^ile it was thought that; xi»st women would^^^^^^^ 1
embrace some aspects of both extremes, a ^

scale was

used to allow women several degrees of choice regarding
each identity item. It is interesting to note here that

the approximately normal distribution of sCores for the

:

total Sample on the DI scale correspOhdS to preyiOus

research findings regarding the contemporary views of
middle-aged women regarding their sources of identity

because about 50% of wOmeh agree that dccupatiohs apart
from one's role as wife and mother are necessary for pSr*

sonal fulfillment (FaniiJ lOSSj Gump, 1972r Porter, 1967;
Stei'nman.,'1963^

An additional finding regarding DI scores for the

total sample is releyaht

Most Subjects were infor

maily interviewed after compietion of the questionnaire to
identify feelings and reactidns eiicited by

9^

haire and to ahswer any questions raised by subjects regard
ing the purpose of the research*

While reactibns^^^ t the

questionnaire varied from stibject to subj^

definite cohsistency in the comments of subjects to the

questionnaire in general and derived ido^^^
.particular.-

When the notion of derived identity was explaihSd
these middle-aged women r they \w®J^o 9uich to grasp its

meaning and able to respond to it> spmetimes rather poig
nantly. For many, it was a rare opportunity to express

some private fears of ; "bein?^^^ passe^i by"? for most^ it was

a problem with no solutibn. The overall feelings were
those of being caught bietwe^ the values they had been
raised with which seetieb to b so longer applicable* and a

new contemporary set of values for which they were groping;
the vxjrds "double-bind" and ^betWisit and between"

frequently used. It is sigRificant to note that this under—

lying feeling of helpiesshesS was expressed only by the
women at home.

Some of the DI scale items* Such as* "I enjo^^^^

weekend trips by myself*" "I often go to social affairs
because I know they are important to my huSbaiid•s career,
"I feel my husband's and ChildrenS' achievements are more
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important than mine^" "I feel the most important considera
tion about moving is whether it will advance my husband^s

career

provoked what appeared to be repressed ah^Pt*?

anger was usually followed by ah eagerness to relate experi
ences pertinent to those and other sx4>J®dtSv ^'^® °^

npst frequent remarks w^^
such asr "It's

form of rewording an item,

ht^sipiahd and childreh who feel their

^

achievenients are more impbrtant than mine."

Conuiftehts by the subjects also suggested that their

responses to the DI scale may have been more "tibnest" th®e
their responses to the SE and PIL measures ^ which seemed
to elicit more of a social desirability response s®t than
did the DI scale.

One woman requested to redo the ques

tionnaire after the interview, with the comment# "This
time I•11 do that last part honestly."

Self-ESteem and Purpbse-in-Life

;■

The second and thitd research hypotheses under inyesti*

gation predicted that libusewives^at"-home would manifest

significantly lower self-reported self-esteem and phfpose

in-ltfe than houSewxVes^at-school. Both hypotheses were
strongly supported. Morebver, both of these findings are
reievant to the previbusly cited reseatbh on dept®s®ldh>

the roost common psychiatric disbrder of middle-aged hbus®
wives.

Although no direct measufe was used in this study#

low self-esteem and a lack'of purpose or meaning in life

are both characteristics or symptoms of depression. i?hus>

"this- study-::providesvafe^^^

indirect:/support/::for- t^ ,

hypothesis that women who are restricted to the traditional
housewife role are more vulnerable to the symptoms of

;; f

depression than are theit^^ couhterparts whh have Euppiemented
their traditional role with other roles hot directiy
dependent upon husband or children.
■ Relationship - betweefe^i-gerived^ ldehti'ty':vhpd.:Self-Esteero^^'/'.:-:';..' :

Vfhile no hypotheses we^® formulate4 regarding how

the three variables un^er investigation In this study wOpid
interrelater the present tesearch was guided by the under
lying assumption that high derived identity would be

irelated to low self—esteem and purpose'"in—life. This vv
assumption was made despite the fact that; previous research/
while freguently acknowledging that idehtity proble^
. in^'middteScence-may.eOhtribute.-to .■depression# ::.has; ■ nOt :v

directly studied the relationship between housewife identity
problems ahd depressive symptomatology.' However# a clear

implication from previous research findings Is that^

depressed middle—aged women, share , a oommon cha3cacteristic ; .
of overidentification with a limiteO huinbef Of significaht

others# suggesting a possible link between derived identity ;
■and depression.- - - ' ' ' ■v^^-

Whep derived identity scores were correlated wiph

self-esteem scores for t^e total sample and then sepafately
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for each sample

derived identity was found to be

significantly related to self-esteeni for both the total

group and the home sample. Moreovert the direction of the
relationship support^ the assumption that higher derived

identity is associated with lower self'^esteem. This rela"*
tionship was also highest for the sample of housewives-at-
home which is interesting in view;

s (1971) findings

that depression in middle-sged housewivesi is associated with
the experience Of maternal role loSs. The findings of this
study suggest that low self-esteem can apparently occur in
the absehce of maternal role loss because only 26% of the

totel sample had children who had already left home. Thusr
diminished self-esteemr one symptcm* of depression, can

clearly be experienced by housewiyes—®t"^hOme who have
yet to experience the
nest" syndrome.
It should be noted here that the measure of self-

esteem used in the present study resulted in a definitely

negatively skewed scord distfibution fc»r the total s^ple
in that the mijority of subjects• scores clndtered in the
score range indicativd gf high self-esteem. Two reasons

can be suggested for the skewndss of the SE score disfe^^^^
tion. First, the ^Rosenberg Self-Esteem ddale

only iO items, and the SE score® can only tange from O-is.
Because of the limited nximber of items and restricted score

range, the Rosenberg Scale is apparently prone t® ® ceiling
effdct. Secondly^ iteg® that comprise the scales are

"obvious^ rather than ''subtle" measures of seif-^stee^

whicb ineans that:an^ne respohdin$ to the Rosenberg i;teraS V
should have no difficulty ascertaining what the items are

measuring.

When item^^^ c

is "oi?vipus" an*?^

content is stated in a negatiye directidn as far as social

desirability is concerned# the possibility ekists that
subjects will give the socially desirable Response to the
items rather than an accurate self-report. Informal inter

yiew commehts obtained frpm subjects after completion oi
the questionnaire suggested that at least some of tii®
woroen in the present sample were fakis9 th®it responses

to the SE scale in the socially desiiabie
is possible, given these problems with the SE scale used,
that the relationship between derived identity and selfesteem.is somewhat attenuated in the present study.

A final note on the statistical reiationshipbetw^

derived identity and self-esteem concerns the finding of
a significant nonlinear relationship between the two var

iables for the total SSs^pi® and within each housewife groUp

considered separately. Without further statistical analysis
in the form of s stepr-Wise Sultipie regression an
it is impossible to determine whether

between derived identity and self-esteem iS best accounted

for by a linear or nonlinear function. However,th® finding
of a significant curvilinear trend does suggest that the
relationship between these two vafiableS Siay pe mor® dompl^^

than a linear function*

Theoretically, at least/ it is

possible that the relatiohship between derived identity
and self-esteem is best described as an inverted-U function/

which would mean that low self-esteem is assbciated with
either high or low derived identity and that high self
.■ ';v ■■ ■

esteem is associated with a inoderate amount of deriyed

■Relationship', of Beii^ed" Identity /arid'■-Purpose'-in-»l»ife

Derived identity and purpose"^in-iife were fouhd to
significantly related in the total sample only*

Within

:

each sample group, no significant relationship was fodhd
between these two variables.

For the total sample, high

derived Identity"was sighificahtly'associated with-bigh"

,

purposer-in-life which is opposite to what was expected.
While the reasons for this unexpected relationship are not

entirely clear, two possible explanations should now be
mentioned.

First, when subjects were informally inter

viewed after completion of the questionnaire, their com

ments suggested that their responses to the Purpose-ih-

Life test may have been influenced by a motiyatiori to p

sent theroSelyes favorably o in a socially desirable way.
MOrepyer, this response set seemed to be most evident for,
the sample of housewives-at-home whose responses to Part 1
were often incongruent with their sentence completion

respohses to part 11 of^^^

An illustrative exan^le

here is one housewife-ah-home who rated her personal

existence as highly meaningful on Part 1, but who then

responded with, "I have no idea," to the sentence completion
item "The whole purpose of my life is

exampile is a woman who in^i'cated t^^

."

Another

achi(bved^ many

of her life goals on Part 1, but in a sentence con^jletion
item this same woman wrote that "I have achieved nothing*"

Response discrepancies such as these suggest that subjects

./possibly^^wbre^.:<iistortihg'their/'resppnses, to ;?art.;;l:;:Cf;;^'ther::^\?^
PIL, which could account for the failure to find the

expected relationship between derived identity and purpose
in-life.

A second possible reason for this unexpected find

ing concerns the. fact that additional correlational analysis
indicated a significant nonlinear relationship between
derived identity and purpose-in-life for the total sample,
as well as for each sample group considered separately.

It is possible that the relationship between these two
variables is curvilinear, although the shape of the function
awaits further research.

Relationship of Self-Esteem and Purpose-in-Life

Self-esteem and purpose-in-life were found to be sig

nificantly related in each housewife group and for the total

sample.

Low self-esteem was significantly correlated with

low purpose or meaning-in-life.

This result is an inter

estiug one because it is consistent with Crumbaugh and
Maholick's (1964) findings regarding a relationship between

low PIL fiibores and depression. It should be noted that 3lS

of the housewives-at-homfe obtained Plh scores indicatihg a

lack of {mrpose or meanihg-in-life whic?h> as previously
discussed, is one symptom of depression»

Moreover, only

3% of housewives-at--schp61 obtained PIIj scores suggesting

a lack of meaning in life. If the PIL measure is a signifi
cant Correlate of depression, then these findings acfain

;

provide indirect support for the findings of previous

investigators regarding depression and the traditional
housewife role.

Limitations of the Study

.

ThS control of all extraneous variables was Ijy no
means achieved in this; Study,

:

For instance, an accurate

determination of the sdcioeconomic leyei of the wromen in
school was difficult to establish, creating the possibility
that sdcioeconomic differences existed between the two house

wife samples.

Secondly, housewives-at-hbme received an

individual administratidn of the questidnnaire whereas
housewives-at—school completed the questidnnaire in a group

setting. While it is P#possible t^^

what effect

this procedural difference had on obtained rednlts, if i®
possible that the hdusewives—at—school felt more anonymbus

as part of h group than their at-home counterparts. If the
group administration ehhanced feelings of subjedf anonymity»
this might possibly-acCdunt for the greater amount of testtaking defensiveness observed in housewives-at-hdme.

Finallyv interptatatibn of respltaahould take into
account the sihall saniple size used in the preseut studyy;
as well as the fact that housewiyes*

in academic prdgthros associated with traditional roles for
women. Thus* the housewiyes-at-school cannot be considered
representative Of middle-ac6<^

two disciplines do contain the highest psJ-csntace ot
aged women students on the California State College, San
.hernardino rv;ceuKpus
Intplications for Further Research

-V';■:■ ■ ■ I.;' '■.- ■.•Further ■-statistical-- -, analyses' ■■..with :the-.. pi;-- scale■ ■ - ■ , -■ ■•

should be undertaken with the focus on step-wise multiple
repression and item analyses^ both splitthalf and test—
retest reliability studies, and validity studies.

2. Comparison of derived identity with a more direct
.;';measUre v-of ■:''depre'ss-ioni;:;v^'.' ' -.;'; .'r.;; ■

3.

Expansion of the present DI scale to include a

conparable scale appropriate for n^^le-aged men, the pse
of which could then be incorporated into sUbseguent research
'.pertain-ing'"to Sex';'-^'ro.les.

4. Comparisons oi the degree pf association betv^een

..derived: ■ iden-tity;,^ 'in,■ wpmeh;,:;and '-me-n-■ and.;^o.ther,y.eriables e;,g.,

masculinity-ieeniihxnityr^

hostility, atwl satisy

■ 5..' ■ Comparisoh;of:-degrees of'■ ■association .be'tweeh'the-:;'-;;-. 

Rosenberg Self-ESteem Scale and pther peasures of seW

APPENDIX

The foiiowing is a study which is being conducted by Barbara
van Schaik, graduate student, Psychology Department, California State
College, San Bernardino,
The study is concerned with women and it is hoped that your
participation will contribute to our mutual knowledge of the American
housewife, who is rarely researched.
The questionnaires are designed to measure how the woman pursues
her occupation and how she feels while being actively engaged in that
xole^

The information required v^ill take about 20 minutes of .your
time. In order to assure you complete privacy., please do not give any
name, address or identification of any kind.
If you are willing,to participate in this study, please complete
the foiiowing items.

U AGE

vrs,

2,

CURRENTLY MARRIED:
■

yes
no

'

3. # OF COMPLETED SCHOOL YEARS ____
4.

DO YOU NGW ATTE.ND SCHOOL,4 OR MORE HOURS PER. Vv£EK:

yes

'

no

5.

ARE YOU NOW EMPLOYED 12 OR MORE HOURS PER WEEK:

6.

DO YOU HAVE 1 OR MORE CHILDREN:

7.

AGES . OF CHILDREN .

Bo

# OF CHILDREN IN SCHOOL

yes ___
no

-

", ■

,

■

yes ___
no

•



■ - .

9. # OF CHILDREN FINISHED,SCHOOL, LIVING AT HOME
10. # OF CHILDREN FINISHED SCHOOL, LIVING AWAY FROM HOME

For each of the following statements, circle the number which most
nearly applies to you right now, today,
♦just how it is for you, .
Because this is an exploratpry type of survey, there certainly are no
right or wrong answers. Please note that the numbers extend from one
extreme to the opposite, 'Neutral^ implies no judgement either way; try
to use this rating as little as possible,
1

strongly
agree
1,

2

mostly
agree

3

somewhat
agree

4

neutral

,

5

somewhat
disagree

6

mostly
disagree

7

strongly
disagree

Most of my entertaining is limited to my husband*s work associates,
1

2

3

4

38

5

6

7

39

1
strongly
■ agree
2>

2
mostly
agree

3.

■ 2

.

4.

:4

■ '

5..

■ ■; 7 ■

6

A ,■

, 5■ ■■

".6

1

I do not think, of my husband
successes as mine.
. 1- ,
•:2- .
.4 . ^
6 "

.. 7 ■. ■

r often go to social affairs because I know they are important to
my husband*s career, {morning coffees, wive's luncheons, cocktail
parties, etc.) ' •

2

• . '3

• '4 ' .

5

"

■ '6'

' .7 ;

Being a wife and mother has not given me a sense of,fulfillment.

■ 1

8.

■ ■3 . .

'2

1.

7#

7
/
strongly
-.disagree

r believe that all. a woman should ask for is a happy marriage^
children,, and a.home.

i; .. .

6.

6:
mostly
disagree

I enjoy taking weekend trips by myself.

1■

5.

, 3
4
5
somewhat . neutral, somewhat
agree"
.disegree

^ ,

2 .

-' .S

4

. ' - . -S:

. '6 ■

. 7.

I feel my husband is more knowledgeable about the world than I am.

1 ■ ,

■ 2 , •■

■ -3

,■ 4

■ 5■ ■

•- " 6

•

'. ■ T"- . ■ ■ .

Only a few of my friends are the wives of ,my husband*s business
associates.

. 1'

2

., .3' -

4

5

;■ G ■

1

9. I would certainly stop some of my outside activities if they
interfered with those of my family.

,l'.
1Q.

. -2

• .,4.

- 5'- ';

;'6''

7.

Vi/hen I married, I had a sense of .losing something. ,

.1
11.

^3' ■ ■ '

2- ' ■ ■ V ■ ■ ■ ■ ' 3

' ■ ■ 4 ,

■ ,5.'-

.. .6

• . 7

A woman should decide to work outside the home only if her husband
thinks it*s a good idea..

1 -.

.

• . 2■ ■ .

■ ■ .3-/

4

..5 ■

; ; ;6

,•

. . -7./

'

12. I don* t feel sorry for the hQusewife who remains childless.
' 1
2
'
.3 ■ \ . 4
5 ■
6
.7,' ■
13. I think kids activities put unfair demands on my spare time.

1

[

t .

I

2

■ ■ . ■ 3
,

A

■ . 5

6

■

" T^

14. I feel! important when people ask me what my husband dpeSi

, 1, , I

2.

. , ,;3.

A

■ ■ 5■

G

1

15. I dori'it think I should sacrifice my own interests for the sake of
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my children,

1

i

2
• ■

!

16»

'

',3

■

4

'

.

5

,

6

7

■

■'

Marriage has given me a great sense of security.

1 , I

2

3

4

.

5

.6

,7 V

17, I Lisiiially make time for my own special interests in spite of my
family's demands on my time.
1
'
2
3
■

,

.

18.

i

-

4

5

■

'

6
'

7, .

'

I feel my husband's and childrens' achievements are more important
than Imine.

■ ■ . ■ -1

19o

■ '2

■ 3.-

. 4".

■

\ 5

G

. 7

I feejl the most important consideration about moving is whether it
will advance my husband's career.

1

i ' 2

, 3

■

4-

5 ,

6 .

7

20. 'I wouldn't mind going to a Convention (e.g. P.T.-A.^ etc^) without
my husband.
1
;
2

1
strongly
agree
1.

3.

4.

5.

.

4

5

• ■2.;
agree ,

:
i
!

6

7

.3 :
disagree

. 4 ■
strongly
disagree

On the! wholej I am satisfied with myself.

l'
2.

3

;

'2'

At times I think I am no good at all,

. 4

. ;

. '2

3

■ 4'

3 ■'

. 4. 

I feel'that I have a number of good qualities,

1

I

2-^

,

3

I am able to do things as well as most other people.

"i

.

i

.

- ■ 'z'

3 , .

; 4

I feel il do not have much to be proud of.,
1
;
2 .
3

• I

, 4

■

■

6-. I certainly feel uselqss at times.

1

i ;

" ■

2^

3

,

^4

7. I feel that I am a person of worthy at least on an equal plane
with otherSo

1

■

!

■

■

'

■ 2• .

.

■ 3

" • ■

. ■

4
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8,

9.

I wish I could have more respect for myself.
1
.- Z
3- ,
All in all, I am inclined to feel that I am a failure.

^ 1 ■ ■ ' "• ■
10.

■ •,- '■2 ■

I take a positive attitude toward myself.

1

1.

■ 3

'■ 2 ,

'

-3 . .

4

I am usually:
1 ■ ;

6

3^

- ■ ■ ■■ •2

7, ■
exuberant, ■ .

(neutral)

completely,

. enthusiastic

bored

2.

Life to me seems:

2
always
exciting

.
. ; 1
completely
routine

- .

In life I have:

V

4.

■ '2

'

3.

6

7

no goals or

very clear goals

aims at all

and aims

Hy personal existance -is.:
1

-2

a/' .

6

utterly meaningless
without purpose

5.

7

very purposeful
and meaningful

Every day is:

7

2

S ;

1

exactly the same

constantly new
and different

6.

If I could choose, I would:

1

7.

■ ; ■ • ■• • •2

■ ;

3

.

.

7

like nine more lives

born

jus\: like this oiie

After retiring, I would:>

7

• .

e

5 .;

do some of the

. exciting things I , .
have always wanted to
8.

. ■ 6

prefer never to have; been

In achieving life goals I have:
1 ■
■ ■ 2
3 :
4
made no progresswhatever

• 2

■

1

loaf completely

the rest of my life

6

7

progressed, to
complete fulfillment
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9»

Hy life is:
■ . 2'

1

.

1D»

6-

If I should die today^ I would feel that my life has been:
7
6
5
4
3
2

very worthwhile
11.

.

2

6

3

often wonder

why I exist

for my being here

As I view the world in relation to my life, the world.:
.

6

2

completely

I am a:
1

2

6

. '3'

7

very irresponsible

very responsible

person

person.

Concerning man^s freedom.to make his own.choices, I believe man is:
7

-

6

5■

2

1

completely bound by
limitations of heredity

absolutely free
to make all life

.

choices

15.

7

fits meaningfully
with my life

confuses me

14.

7

always see a reason

1

13.

and environment

Vi/ith regard to death, I em:

•7

, ^ 6

5: . :

4
unprepaired and
frightened

prepared and
unafraid

16.

1

compietely worthless

In thinking of my life, I:
1

12.

7

running over with
exciting gqod things

emptyI filled
only with despair

Vii'ith regard to suicide, I have;

.1

2

3 '

6

4

:

7

never given it
a second thought

thought of it seriously
as a way out

17. I regard my ability to find meaning, purpose, or mission in life as:
7

6

5

4

3

2

very great
18.

1

practically none

My life is:
7

6

•

2.

and I am in

put of my hands and
controlled by

control of it

external factors

in my hands
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19#

Facing my daily tasks is;
7

6

5

a source of pleasure
and satisfaction

20®

I have discovereds
1
2
, 3 ,
no mission or

purpose in life

2

1

a painful and boring
experience

6
7 ,
clear-cut goals and a
satisfying life purpose

Hake complete sentences of each of the following phrases. Work rapidly ^
filling in the blanks with the first thing that pops into your mind.
1.,

Here than anything, I want

2.

Hy life is

3.

I hope I can

4.

I have achieved

5#

Hy highest aspiration

6.,

The most hopeless thing

7.

The whole purpose of my life

I thank you very much for all your efforts in filling in these
items# If you should be interested in any results, or if you have any
questions, please feel free to contact me#

.

Arkin^ H.
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